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A visit to the most popular US National Parks 
 

Mickey Mouse and Walt Disney World are not 1) _____ attractions in Florida. At the 2) _____ of the 
state, located 3) _____ the southeast part of the US, is Everglades National Park. 4) _____ careful where you 
step; the Everglades is the only place in the world where alligators and crocodiles live together. Swampy, marshy 
land in a subtropical environment 5) _____ the Everglades an unusual park to visit. Because so 6) ______ of the 
park is in the water, the best 7) ______ to see it is from the water! We can take a canoeing trip, seeing mangrove 
trees as 8) ______ other plants, a variety of birds, and if we 9) ______ lucky, an alligator or crocodile. Don’t fall 
in! 

It is hot and humid in Florida in the summer; let’s go 10) _____ a little cooler. Unfortunately, it is going 
to be a long drive, 11) _____ we are heading to Arizona! Arizona, you say? Much of the state is 12) _____ , but 
the elevation of the nothern part is two kilometres high, and our destination is the Grand Canyon.  

More than four million people 13) _____ the Grand Canyon last year, making it one of the 14) _____ 
National Parks. Too many people and their cars are having a bad 15) _____ the air quality of the Canyon. The 
Park Department is trying to do something about it, developing a rail and bus system to take people to different 
spots. We are going to go down this big hole, but not 16) _____ , by mule! A mule is a part horse, part 17) _____ 
and used for carrying supplies, and in this case, people! This mule will take us part way into the Canyon, giving 
us a close-up view of the gorge. Hang on, and if you are scared 18) _____ heights, do not look down! 

Let’s continue 19) _____ north to Utah and Bryce Canyon National Park. This is one of the more 
unique parks because of 20) _____ crazy and colorful rock formations. Some, 21) _____ “hoodoos,” can have 
any weird form, but 22) _____ include a pillar shape, left 23) _____ erosion.  
 
 
 A B C D  

1 only the the only alone lonely B 
2 downstairs down bottom botton C 
3 of into at in D 
4 Let’s Be Do Have B 
5 makes does make do A 

6 much many lot’s of a lot of A 
7 road way street path B 
8 good as well too well as D 
9 will be have are will have C 
10 somewhere nowhere where elswhere A 

11 as why that’s why how A 
12 deserve dessert desert descent C 
13 have visited had visited have been visiting visited D 
14 popularest most popular best popular popularist B 
15 affect on effect on efface on afect on B 

16 on feet by foot by feet on foot D 
17 donkey monkey llama goat A 
18 about for at of D 
19 to head being heading head having head A 
20 it their its them C 

21 calling calls called will call C 
22 usual usualy usually usully C 
23 from off by in C 
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When you drive through Bryce Canyon you almost feel 24) _____ you are on another planet. As we 
cruise along the 28-kilometer main park road, we can 25) ______ at places like Fairyland Canyon and Natural 
Bridge. This bridge 26) _____ water from a stream like most natural bridges are. It was eroded by rain and frost 
from the top of the rock, 27) _____ the bottom. Now we can swing to the west and go to California. We 28) 
_____ visit the land of giants in Sequoia National Park. The giants are trees, Sequoias, specifically. On our tree 
tour we 29) _____ see a tree called the General Sherman that is 30) _____ 2,300 and 2,700 years old! Its largest 
31) _____ is more than two meters across! The General Grant tree is pretty young, only about 1,500 years old, 
but 32) _____ trunk is 12 meters across and nearly 83 meters tall. The reason they 33) _____ so tall and live so 
long is because chemicals in their bark make them 34) _____ insects and other diseases that can kill trees. For all 
their strength though, sequoias are pretty picky about where they live. They can only 35) _____ in this area of 
California in the Sierra Nevada mountain 36) _____ .  

We are now heading way north, to where it will be way cool: Alaska! Denali National Park’s big 
attraction is Mount McKinley, the highest mountain in North America. In Denali we can also see many 37) ____  
mountains, 38) ________ and a variety of animals. About 17 per cent of the Park is covered in glaciers, and    
39) ______ area is 40) ______ about 700 earthquakes 41) ______ year. Because 42) _____ its sub-artic 
environment, we could see grizzly 43) _____ , wolves, 44) _____ or moose on our visit. 

Denali is not only a park for mountain 45) _____ and backpacking. It is also an important research area 
for natural sciences. Because Alaska is 46) _____ snow and ice for a good part of the year, a traditional form of 
transportatin 47) ________ sled dogs. Kris Fister, 48) _____ works at Denali, says they have about 30 sled dogs 
and 49) _____ winter they patrol 3,000 miles in the park. 

And I hope you have it! A whirlwind tour of America and some of its best loved National Parks. I hope 
you enjoyed the trip, and 50) _____ riding along! 
 
 A B C D  

24 if as as if as if B 
25 to stop stopping stop stoping C 

26 wasn’t forming by weren’t formed by weren’t forming by wasn’t formed by D 
27 rather than rather then rather to rather from A 
28 are go to are going to are going going to B 
29 are able can able to can to B 
30 beyond among behind between D 

31 bunch brench banch branch D 
32 It’s his him its D 
33 go plant grow live C 
34 resistant to resist to resistant on resist on A 
35 be found be founded be find be finded A 

36 hill range rank renegade B 
37 others other another the others B 
38 glacial glaciers glacials glares B 
39 a the an one B 
40 strike by struck by struck on strike on B 

41 one a at the B 
42 off from of with C 
43 beards biers beers bears D 
44 sheep sheeps sheepen shoop A 
45 climb climbing climbe climbinage B 

46 covered at covered in covered of  covered into B 
47 use to be used be used to be are used C 
48 it he which who D 
49 every both each of all every A 
50 thanks for thanking thanks at thanking to A 

 


